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Abstract
As a basic task in computer vision, semantic segmentation can provide fundamental
information for object detection and instance segmentation to help the artificial intelligence
better understand real world. Since the proposal of fully convolutional neural network
(FCNN), it has been widely used in semantic segmentation because of its high accuracy of
pixel-wise classification as well as high precision of localization. In this paper, we apply
several famous FCNN to brain tumor segmentation, making comparisons and adjusting
network architectures to achieve better performance measured by metrics such as precision,
recall, mean of intersection of union (mIoU) and dice score coefficient (DSC). The
adjustments to the classic FCNN include adding more connections between convolutional
layers, enlarging decoders after up sample layers and changing the way shallower layers’
information is reused. Besides the structure modification, we also propose a new classifier
with a hierarchical dice loss. Inspired by the containing relationship between classes, the loss
function converts multiple classification to multiple binary classification in order to
counteract the negative effect caused by imbalance data set. Massive experiments have been
done on the training set and testing set in order to assess our refined fully convolutional
neural networks and new types of loss function. Competitive figures prove they are more
effective than their predecessors.
Keywords: Fully Convolutional Neural Networks, Semantic Segmentation, Brain
Tumor, Hierarchical Dice Loss
1 Introduction
Less common but indeed fatal, brain tumor is one of the most notorious medical threat to
human beings [1]. Patients with the most aggressive tumors have a life expectancy of less
than two years [2]. Brain tumors can be classified to be either primary tumor or metastatic
tumors by its origin. Gliomas, as one of the most frequent primary tumors are the main object
studied in the field of brain tumor segmentation. On the other hand, gliomas are graded into 4
levels by the World Health Organization (WTO). Grades I-IV denote the escalation of
gliomas’ aggressiveness. Commonly we call gliomas of grade I and II Low Grade Gliomas
(LGG). Gliomas of grad III and IV are named as High Grade Gliomas which comprise of
malignant gliomas and mostly cause the death [1], [3]. The most widely used therapies
include surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
In order to provide more comprehensive information for diagnosis, the technology of brain
imaging has been highly developed. Nowadays, prevalent methods such as Computed
Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) and Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) reconstruct human brain in 3 dimensional space and can well present different
tissue information. MRI is a non-invasive technique which will cause little radioactive
damage to brain tissue [1], [4], [5]. Its wide application ensures it can be voluminously
collected thus satisfy the huge training demand from computer vision. Another reason MRI
gains preference from researcher of medical image process is that it can provide superior
contrast information between different brain tissues. Furthermore, different types of high
contrast MRI image including T1-weighted MRI (T1), T2-weighted MRI (T2), T1-weighted
MRI with gadolinium contrast enhancement (T1c) and Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery
(FLAIR) all have their own advantage and disadvantage to delineate certain subregions of
brain soft tissue and are usually combined to give a integral and hierarchical description for
diagnosis [1], [3], [6], [7]. Figure 1 shows these 4 types of MRI image from one patient.
However, dislike traditional semantic segmentation which can be easily finished by ordinary
people, brain tumor segmentation is complex, tedious and acquires professional medical
knowledge. Gliomas and some of its subregions exhibit an ambiguous boundary which is
difficult to specify [7]. On the other hand, tumors’ shape, location and modality are highly
variable form patient to patient and the images’ sequential qualities are uncertain along every
axis of the 3D MRI image. Even experts with clinical experience for decades need to be
discreet when they analyse MRI images. Researchers from computer vision have been taking
effort to develop automatic or semi-automatic segmentation methods as auxiliary tools for
brain tumor diagnosis. Since the proposal of deep learning, researchers are pursuing the goal
of developing an artificial intelligence which could outperform physicians in this time
consuming task of brain tumor segmentation.
Figure 1: Serial slices from a patient. From left to right: T1-weighted MRI (T1), T1-weighted
MRI with gadolinium contrast enhancement (T1c), T2-weighted MRI (T2) and Fluid
Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR).
Traditional image process algorithms and machine learning algorithms have been applied to
brain tumor segmentation since long. Havaei et al. [9] proposed a semi-automatic
classification method using support vector machine (SVM). D Kwon et al. [10] proposed a
generative model which generate tumors and edemas from several seed points with a priority
to tumor shape. They achieved top raking in BRATS 2013 challenge. D Zikic et al. [11]
differentiate brain tumor and its subregions with a discriminative approach based on decision
forests. However, convolutional neural networks (CNN), as a powerful tool to extract features
from raw images automatically, start to draw world wide attention and be soon applied to
medical fields [2], [6], [12], [13], [14].
Inspired by preceding image classification CNN (AlexNet, VGG net) [15], [16] , patch-wise
prediction can be transferred to be a good segmentation method as the patch will be centered
to one pixel. Sérgio Pereira et al. [14] demonstrated this method obtained second position
with DCS metric in BRATS 2015 challenge. However, this method is time consuming and
less efficient because of its cropping pre-processing and a huge amount of data to process.
Like the flatten vector can present a single image and can be classified by logistic or softmax
classifier, researchers suggested that every pixel in a feature map retains whole information of
its receptive field thus throughout up sample layers we can obtain a pixel-wise feature map
without any fully connected layers [17]. In the recent 2 years, variants from the basic FCNN
have been proposed. SegNet [18], an encoder-decoder architecture, retains the max-polling
indices to better restore full resolution feature map. U-Net [19], which was designed for
medical image, concatenates downsample layers and its counterpart of up sample layers.
These networks mentioned above emphasize interconnections between downsample layers
and up sample layers. Other works also show more connections between adjacent layers
elevate networks performance, deepen the architecture and make the model easy to train [20].
In this paper, we try to add more connections to the basic FCNN both in the downsample path
and in the up sample path and we prove the model gains higher accuracy in every time mark
of training iteration.
Another adjustment is parallel structure or cascaded structure. Researchers have realized that
on the one hand, we need to add max-pooling layer to enlarge the receptive field and add
non-linearity to increase the accuracy, but on the other hand max-pooling layer decreases
localization precision because it destroys images’ spacial structure. Therefore, new types of
FCNN with a path of multiple streams has been proposed [21]. One of the stream retains the
localization information and another stream includes max-pooling layers. Inception [22],
namely GoogLeNet, which was previously proposed, tried to solve the conflict by using
different size of convolutional kernels and concatenating them together. Similarly, M Havaei
et al. [2] proposed a Two-pathway CNN architecture which combines global and local
information in the output layer. Besides the parallel structure, they also gave 3 cascaded
architectures which differentiate each other by the concatenating locations. G Wang et al. [7]
proposed a different types of cascaded network which made use of the brain tumors’ hierarchy
segmentation quality. Their experiments show parallel and cascaded structure work well on
brain tumor segmentation.
Despite of the procedure of feature extraction, it is also important to pick up an effective
classifier and especially a loss function to balance the unpaired class frequencies in the
sample space. In the data set of BRATS 2015, taking the LGG set as an example, the ratio of
tumor and non-tumor is closed to 87:1. Even the 4 types of brain tumor tissues which were
officially labeled have a ratio of approximately 2:16:7:1. So the model is hard to converge if
we do not take any measures. As variants from sigmoid cross-entropy loss for a binary
classification, new types of loss may derive from evaluation metrics were introduced by
Carole H Sudre et al. They also made comparisons between these loss functions and gave
their recommendations. Lucas Fidon et al. gave an presentation of a multi-class dice loss
using Wasserstein distance and applied it to a holistic convolutional network with a
multi-scale fused loss function. In this paper, we propose a new type of classifier which
transfers multiple classification to multiple binary classification using proper loss function
and threshold value. We also use down sample method to manually balance the data sets.
Specific approach and experiments will be explained in section 3 and 4.
2 Data Set
The data sets fed to training and testing procedure were collected from BRATS 2013 and
BRATS 2015. It can be divided into two parts. High Grade Gliomas (HGG) data set includes
220 patients’ MRI images and Low Grade Gliomas data set includes 54 patients’ MRI images.
Every patient has a group consisting 4 types of MRI brain images, T1, T2, T1c and FLAIR.
Different from traditional RGB images, the MRI images have another axis thus have a shape
of 155x240x240 but only have one channel. As the previous works indicated, the four types of
MRI images should be combined into a 4 channel image. Therefore, the final shape of a single
training material is 155x240x240x4.
In the training data set, a group of MRI images also includes a label image in which every
pixel is given a label denoted by integer from 0 to 4. Figure 2 shows how different subregions
of a brain tumor combine with each other and what each part represents. However, the target
segmentation task in the challenge is not separating these 5 classes of brain tissue but
classifying each pixel into classes overlapping or evolving with multiple classes. The aim can
be described as following. First, detect the complete brain tumor which consists of necrosis,
edema, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing tumor. Second, find the tumor core which
comprises of necrosis, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing tumor. Finally, point out the
enhancing tumor among from tumor core. Their relationship is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Figure 2: Left image shows a slice of a FLAIR MRI image. Right image shows the labels
paired to the left. Red region (class 1): necrosis, green region (class 2): edema, blue region
(class 3): non-enhancing tumor, white region (class 4): enhancing tumor.
Figure 3: The relationship between 4 target classes. Although the 5 labeled classes are
independent with each other. The 4 target classes share a containing relationship with each
other. Tumor core contains enhancing tumor, non-enhancing tumor and necrosis. Complete
tumor contains tumor core and edema.
3 Method
We divide this section into 2 parts. The first part discusses the procedure of feature extraction
where we concentrate on the FCNNs’ architecture. We apply several classic CNN architecture
to our 2D slices of the 3D brain images. We try to achieve an end-to-end prediction so we
abandon the fully connected layers. We describe the architecture as an encoder-decoder
structure which is from a previous paper. The encoder denotes the down sample path and the
decoder represents the counterpart up sample path to restore the full resolution. We make
adjustments towards the encoder and the decoder respectively. In the second part, we apply
new types of loss functions including bootstrapping loss, Dice Loss (DL) and
Sensitivity-Specificity Loss (SSL). We make the comparisons between these loss functions
and traditional cross-entropy loss. And we propose a hierarchical dice loss function inspired
by the containing relationship of the 4 target classification.
3.1 FCNNArchitecture
VGG16 + skip connection structure As a classic structure which won the ImageNet challenge
in 2014, VGG was soon applied to a fully convolutional neural network [17]. Without upper
three fully connected layers, the finally feature map was achieved by appending up sample
layers and convolutional layers with 1x1 kernels. The author in that paper also adopted a skip
connection structure to add up feature maps from different up sample layers. Figure 4 shows
the skip connection structure. In practice, we adopt the so-called FCN-8s. The up sampled
feature map is resulted from a transposed convolutional layer whose kernel is initialized by
bilinear interpolation and should be learned to give finer segmentation quality from the coarse
down sampled feature map. The initialized kernel can be described by the formula below:
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where x, y are the filters’ indices and K is filter size. x, y, K are unsigned integers.
Figure 4: Skip connection structure as decoder. The 3 rectangles from right to left represent
last 3 max-pooling layers of VGG16. After the up sample layers, they are added up with
weights of 1, 2 and 4.
U-Net U-Net [19] is an excellent FCNN structure for semantic segmentation. This structure
was proposed for biomedical image segmentation. It makes full use of encoders’ information
with concatenation structure thus achieves finer boundary quality and higher accuracy than
the skip connection structure. The concatenation structure is demonstrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Concatenation structure U-Net uses in its decoder. The width of blocks in the figure
represents channels in a single feature map. As the figure demonstrated, channels from every
encoder’s feature map are concatenated to channels from their counterpart decoder’s feature
map.
ResNet50 + skip connection structure ResNet [23] was proposed to solve gradient
vanishing and feature map vanishing problem when training excessive deep CNN. The
mechanism behind the ResNet is that identity connection [24] between non-adjacent layers
does not influence the ideal mapping we want to achieve. However, the identity connection
also make the back propagation more fluent because of additional short cut path the gradients
can pass through. We find some of the mathematical deductions proving the residual
structures’ effectiveness. Therefore, we try to replace the VGG16 structure with ResNet50
structure. Considering the memory and time limitation, we did not try ResNet101 and
ResNet152 as we do not have a huge data set and the paper presented the improvement is
limited as the networks were deepened. The specific structure is presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6: The residual unit ResNet50 uses. Input dose not only passes through 3
convolutional and batch normalization layers, it is also added to the output through an identity
connection.
Residual U-Net The next step we take is applying residual structure to U-Net. We replace
U-Net’s convolutional layers with residual stacks each of which consist of 2 convolutional
layers both in encoder and decoder. Besides the residual structure, we also insert batch
normalization [25] layers between every convolutional layer and activation layer as it is
reported the whiten data distribution accelerates the training process. The residual unit we
used is presented in Figure 7.
Figure 7: The residual unit we use in Residual U-Net. This type of structure replaces every 2
convolutional layers in U-Net.
3.2 Hierarchical Dice Loss
We now discuss the classifier we use to every feature extractor mentioned above. At first, we
decide to use a regular cross-entropy loss using softmax function according to every pixel
were originally labeled to make a 5-class classifier. The function can be defined as:
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However, as the ratio of 5 class are nearly 2262:2:16:7:1, most of the pixels have a low loss as
the first class is in dominant quantity and easy to train.
Weighted Cross-entropy Loss The simplest solution is giving a weight to every class. So the
formula will become:
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where the sum of weights equals 1. This loss function can balance the data set but it still
remains a puzzle what the optimal distribution of weights is. In practice we give a list of 0.1,
0.35, 0.1, 0.1 and 0.35. We try the inverse numbers of their frequencies but it proves to be a
over balance method.
Bootstrapping loss The idea that not every pixel is equal is clear in semantic segmentation.
Works have been done showing that it is necessary to discriminate different pixels.
Bootstrapping loss [26] is a good discrimination method because it only drops the worst
pixels to train. Its formula is presented below:
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where t is a threshold, 1{·} equals one when the condition inside the brackets holds, and
otherwise equals zero. In practice we choose t = 0.9 so that it filters out 99.9% class 0 pixels
which always give a convincing prediction.
Sensitivity-Specificity Loss Sensitivity and specificity are 2 main metrics when evaluate the
segmentation results. Brosch et al. [27] adopted them into a loss function by minimizing the
opposite number of weighted sensitivity and specificity. They referred the function as follows:
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where r is the label whether 1 or 0, p is the probability. λ is weight to balance these 2
components, ε is a small number to prevent denominators becoming zero.
Dice Loss Similarly when we try to use dice, namely dice score coefficient, to replace
sensitivity and specificity, the model tends to perform better according to Milletari et al [28].
The function is as following:
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Hierarchical Dice Loss Both dice loss and sensitivity-specificity loss are powerful
classification methods which can in a way balance the data sets. We suppose that dice loss’s
balancing ability derives from its denominators which includes sample numbers of every class.
Therefore we try to apply dice loss to balance our data sets. However, the dice loss is
designed for binary classification. Thus we decide to transfer the multiple classification into
multiple binary classification. It is not easy to employ a multiple binary classification when
the classes are independent with each other. However, the target classification task evolves
classes with containing relationships. So we retain the 5-channel output layer of our FCNN,
throw it to a softmax activation layer, add up corresponding probability of 5 labeled classes
then get 3 target probabilities (p0, p1 and p2) which represent how much probable the pixel is
compete tumor (sum of label 1, 2, 3, 4), tumor core (sum of label 1, 3, 4) and enhancing
tumor (label 4). So the corresponding dice losses can be defined as follows:
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The final hierarchical dice loss is defined as the average of 3 separate dice losses.
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When making the classification, the classifier can be defined by four formulas. According to
the 3 probabilities of one certain pixel, the necessary and sufficient conditions of non-tumor,
complete tumor, tumor core and enhancing tumor are listed below:
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4 Experiments
4.1 Train
Down Sampling Considering most of the pixels belong to class 0 and do little to improve
distinguishing ability, we decide to down sample class 0. The method is simple: picking up
only slices containing tumor pixels. Thus the ratio of non-tumor and tumor drop to 28:1 from
87:1.
Deploying on Multiple GPU We deploy same model on 3 GeForce GTX 1080 GPUs in
Tensorflow. Each of the 3 GPUs works independently with their own input placeholders,
forward stream and back propagation stream but shares same variables. Total loss are added
up and the gradients are averaged by CPU.
Implemention Details We use Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) with a learning rate of
5e-5, learning rate decay of 0.95 per 10000 iterations, variables’ moving average decay of
0.9999 and a batch size of 8 per GPU. We train different models using different structures and
different loss functions and evaluate every of them after 100 epochs on LGG training data set.
4.2 Evaluation
In practice, we mainly use 4 metrics. They are precision, recall, mean intersection of union
(mIoU) and dice. For convenience we draw tables for every FCNN architecture and different
loss function then compare them with each other. Table 1 to Table 4 show the results from
VGG + skip connection, U-Net, ResNet50 + skip connection and Residual U-Net with
bootstrapping loss. Table 5 and 6 show the results from residual U-Net with original softmax
cross-entropy loss and our hierarchical dice loss. All figures in the tables are the average
values from LGG training data set.
We also give visual prediction results from 2 slices from 2 different 3D MRI images in Figure
8. It presents a contrast result between residual U-Net with softmax cross-entropy loss and
residual U-Net with hierarchical dice loss after 100 epochs of training. It is clear that our
model using hierarchical dice loss performs much better than its competitor. The model using
cross-entropy loss can only approximately locate the complete tumor and part of tumor core.
It fails to distinguish enhancing tumor in the 2 slices. On the contrary, model using
hierarchical dice loss are prone to enhancing tumor, or in other words it gives more false
positive predictions than we expected while classifying enhancing tumor. The model also fails
to give boundaries between classes as fine as the ground truth images, which is a common
consequence caused from mismatches between max-pooling layers and up sample layers.
Despite of the shortcomings, it shows powerful and efficient distinguishing ability compared
to the original design.
Table 1: Evaluation results from VGG + skip connection structure with bootstrapping loss.
Comp Tumor: Complete Tumor (necrosis, edema, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing
tumor), Tumor Core: Tumor Core (necrosis, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing tumor), Enh
Tumor: Enhancing Tumor.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.8896 0.8714 0.7876 0.8778
Tumor Core 0.7550 0.8239 0.666 0.755
Enh Tumor 0.1858 0.3361 0.1532 0.2203
Table 2: Evaluation results of U-Net with bootstrapping loss. Rows and columns are same to
Table 1.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.9474 0.9281 0.8824 0.9366
Tumor Core 0.8422 0.9011 0.7768 0.8422
Enh Tumor 0.4539 0.5684 0.3879 0.4804
Table 3: Evaluation results of ResNet50 + skip connection structure with bootstrapping loss.
Rows and columns are same to Table 1.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.8907 0.9376 0.8409 0.9119
Tumor Core 0.7582 0.8643 0.6795 0.7582
Enh Tumor 0.2153 0.4225 0.1861 0.2592
Table 4: Evaluation results of Residual U-Net with bootstrapping loss. Rows and columns are
same to Table 1.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.9761 0.8691 0.8516 0.9152
Tumor Core 0.8602 0.9259 0.8073 0.8602
Enh Tumor 0.4674 0.6423 0.4247 0.5112
Table 5: Evaluation results of Residual U-Net with original softmax loss. Rows and columns
are same to Table 1.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.7355 0.9373 0.6956 0.8067
Tumor Core 0.3740 0.7268 0.3414 0.3740
Enh Tumor <1e-4 <1e-4 <1e-4 <2e-4
Table 6: Evaluation results of Residual U-Net with hierarchical dice loss. Rows and columns
are same to Table 1.
Precision Recall mIoU Dice
Comp Tumor 0.9405 0.8767 0.8313 0.9050
Tumor Core 0.7871 0.8848 0.7119 0.8112
Enh Tumor 0.4666 0.5645 0.4051 0.4938
Figure 8: Visual results from 2 slices. Blue region represents enhancing tumor. Green region
and blue region represent tumor core. The whole colored region represents complete tumor.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we designed refined fully convolutional neural networks with a hierarchical dice
loss to segment subregions of brain tumor. Our adjustments include 2 parts. One of the
adjustment is changing architectures of classic FCNN. We replace original convolutional
layers in FCNN and U-Net with residual structures as well as batch normalization layers.
Experiments prove that the residual FCNN gains higher value in all metrics than FCNN based
on VGG16 net. Residual U-Net also performs better in most of the metrics especially when
detecting enhancing tumor. This experiments’ results indicate that residual structure or in
other words, deeper convolutional nets have a powerful ability to extract features. Another
comparison we made was U-Net and residual U-Net perform better than their counterparts
using skip connection decoder. One of the main topic of semantic segmentation is how to
combine local and global information. Through the experiments, the concatenate structure
which U-Net uses seems to be a better choice. However, it dose not mean that the skip
connection structure is inferior because the direct add-up method do not introduce extra
dimensions thus decreases the memory usage and is easy to train. We tried several
adjustments to the skip connection structure such as making a gradual up sample path which
includes 4 2x up sample layers instead of 1 16x up sample layer, adding up all the feature
maps produced by every max-pooling layer and retaining the high channel numbers of every
encoder layers before the up sample layer. However, some of the adjustments make the model
become too huge and some of the adjustments seem to impede converging. I believe further
researches should be done to explore the potential of skip connection structure.
In this paper, the main problem we want to solve is how to balance the data set. Despite of the
traditional method of down sampling the class in high frequency, we paid our attention to the
loss function and classifier. We tried the multiple classifier at first and applied a bootstrapping
loss function to neglect pixels which contribute little to the final loss but lower the mean
value of loss. During training, we found when choosing the threshold of 0.9, the pixels which
were not filtered out keep an acceptable ratio nearing to 2:2:5:4:1. The experiment results
which have been demonstrated in section 4.2 prove that it elevates every metric values
compared to the original softmax classifier and cross-entropy loss. On the other hand, we
noticed that dice loss and sensitivity-specificity loss also have an ability to balance data set
because the denominators of each components contain their class numbers. The mechanism is
similar to adding a weight of class frequency’s inverse number to the cross-entropy loss
which is referred in section 3.2 as weighted cross-entropy loss. As the dice loss performs
better in binary classification, we decide to convert the multiple classification to multiple
binary classification. Then we have to design 3 hierarchical dice losses related and
incorporated with each other as it is defined in section 4.2. However, although the hierarchical
dice loss we proposed outperform much than the original cross-entropy loss, it dose not
perform better than bootstrapping loss when comparing Table 4 and Table 6. Works still have
be to done to improve the hierarchical dice loss. We are considering to add weights to 3
hierarchical losses or add weights to manually balance the pair components in a single dice
loss.
Because of time limitation, we did not test the model on testing data set. Although we believe
the evaluation of training data set is sufficient to reflect different models’ and classifiers’
ability, we decide to test our models on provided test data set in the future research.
We are still considering to implement a 3D FCNN to segment the whole 3D MRI image in 4
channel. Researchers have attempted to achieve a 3D segmentation or some of the researchers
analyse 2D slices through 3 axis to give a holistic result [12]. We believe 3D segmentation
should be more effective and more accurate because the receptive fields of elements in 3D
FCNN should be much larger than 2D FCNN. We decide to achieve 3D semantic
segmentation aiming to solve the problem of huge memory demand and make a trade-off
between accuracy and recourse consuming.
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